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SUMMARY

We describe experiments to investigate the � rst stages in the evolution of small (100–200 ¹m) ice crystals
levitated in air at temperatures and humidities characteristic of fully glaciated stratiform clouds. We � nd that in
these conditions particle morphology is not uniquely determined by environmental temperature and humidity as
has commonly been assumed; other parameters, such as the mode of ice initiation, appear to have important effects
on particle shape. Crystals grown from frozen droplets at vapour excesses of less than about 0.05 g m¡3 adopt
isometric compact habits at temperatures above ¡22 ±C, while polycrystals dominate at lower temperatures. In
contrast, crystals grown under similar conditions from frost ‘seeds’ usually develop into pristine hexagonal prisms
with varying aspect ratios. An increasing fraction of frozen droplets develop into ‘� orid’ crystals, containing thin
side-planes, at higher supersaturations. This mix of particle types is similar to that found in � eld studies of cold
clouds. The change in morphology from compact hexagon to ‘� orid’ with increasing growth rate de� nes a facet
instability transition, from which we infer a lower limit for the critical supersaturation for layer nucleation on
the prism facet to be 2.4% at ¡15 ±C and 3.1% at ¡25 ±C. We develop a simple analytic model for the size
dependence of facet stability and show its predictions compare well with the data.

KEYWORDS: Electrodynamic balance Facet instability Habit Ice-crystal growth Morphological
phase transition

1. INTRODUCTION

The earth’s climate is extremely sensitive to the microphysical properties of fully
glaciated stratiform clouds in the troposphere (Vogelmann and Ackermann 1995; IPCC
2001), in which the temperatures are often below ¡25 ±C, and water-vapour densities
and supersaturations with respect to ice are low. Field studies show that, in these
clouds, most of the ice crystals are smaller than 200 ¹m, particularly at low ice-
water content (Arnott et al. 1994; McFarquhar and Heyms� eld 1996; Korolev and
Isaac 1999; Matrosov and Heyms� eld 2000; Shupe et al. 2001) and these small crystals
are thought to dominate the cloud optical properties (Stephens et al. 1990). Moreover,
recent advances in instrumentation (Lawson et al. 1998; Korolev and Isaac 1999; Shupe
et al. 2001) have made it possible to image particles more accurately than ever before,
revealing that the ice particles in these clouds often have complex irregular shapes;
relatively few have the pristine hexagonal prism-shaped habits characteristic of the ice
crystals examined in many earlier laboratory studies.

The response of ice-particle shape to environmental conditions has been the focus
of a number of studies dating back to the 1950s. Most laboratory habit studies to date
have focused on temperatures higher than ¡22 ±C, and the environment in mixed-phase
clouds, where the humidity is maintained at water saturation and the ice crystals grow
to millimetre scale in tens of minutes (Hallett and Mason 1958; Fukuta and Takahashi
1999). Although some theoretical treatments (Frank 1982; Yokoyama and Kuroda 1990;
Nelson and Baker 1996; Wood et al. 2001, and others) have proposed constraints on
stable growth, these have not been applied to the laboratory observations or to particles
observed in clouds. Thus, we do not have a clear picture of the factors that produce the
kinds of ice particles prominent in glaciated stratiform clouds in the atmosphere.
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In the present study, our goal is to investigate the environmental parameters that
most strongly in� uence shape characteristics and morphological stability of 30–200 ¹m
ice crystals grown under conditions typical of those in fully glaciated, boundary-layer
glaciated clouds. Our particular focus is the delineation of the conditions that lead to
compact hexagonal crystals versus those that instead lead to polycrystals or irregular
single crystals. Our study is one of the � rst to concentrate on the effects of the
nucleation process on particle habit and we chose to simplify the situation by doing
all experiments at sea-level pressure. Extension to clouds in the lower-pressure regimes
of the troposphere is planned for a future study.

2. ICE-CRYSTAL SHAPES AND FACET INSTABILITIES; PREVIOUS RESULTS

(a) Primary habit
We de� ne the primary habit of a crystal by its aspect ratio 0 D .c=a/, where for

a hexagonal column, the column height is 2c and the hexagonal basal-facet corner-to-
corner width is 2a. Variation with temperature of the aspect ratios of ice crystals grown
at high ambient supersaturation has been well documented in both � eld and laboratory
studies (Nakaya 1954; Shaw and Mason 1955; Hallett and Mason 1958; Kobayashi
1961; Heyms� eld 1973; Rottner and Vali 1974; Ryan et al. 1976; Gonda 1977; Colbeck
1983; Takahashi and Fukuta 1988; Sei and Gonda 1989; Fukuta and Takahashi 1999).
It is not our intention here to make detailed or complete comparisons of the many
measurements that have been made; however, we have analysed the qualitative � ndings
of several studies of ice-crystal aspect ratios in � eld, laboratory cloud chamber, � bre,
and substrate-based experiments (Nakaya 1954; Shaw and Mason 1955; Hallett and
Mason 1958; Kobayashi 1961; Ono 1970; Gold and Power 1971; Heyms� eld 1973;
Rottner and Vali 1974; Ryan et al. 1976; Gonda 1977; McKnight and Hallett 1978;
Auer and Veal 1979; Keller et al. 1980; Colbeck 1983; Sei and Gonda 1989; Takahashi
et al. 1991; Fukuta and Takahashi 1999). In most cases, the particles were grown from
frozen droplets, and their masses had grown by factors of a thousand or more after
the initial ice particles were formed. Overall, there is no noticeable dependence of 0
on the type of experiment (i.e. � bre, cloud chamber, substrate, or � eld study). While
supersaturations were not always given in the papers describing the measurements, it
appears that the major features of this compilation are as follows: (i) for vapour-density
excess of greater than around 0:10 g m¡3 (i.e. supersaturation relative to ice of about
4.7% at a temperature T D ¡10 ±C) the habit alternates between clearly columnar and
clearly plate like, whereas for lower supersaturations the crystals were more isometric
at all temperatures, but (ii) there is scatter throughout the temperature range, even when
the data are sorted by growth rate and even in data reported for a given experimental
arrangement. For example, Kobayashi (1961) grew both plates and columns at ¡15 ±C,
while Shaw and Mason (1955) reported high variability of 0 in their crystals over a wide
range of temperature. The reasons for this variability were not discussed and little or no
mention was made of irregular or complex crystal shapes.

(b) Facet instability
Polyhedral crystal growth can manifest a phenomenon referred to as a facet insta-

bility. This process, distinct from the dendritic transition at high supersaturation, occurs
either on basal faces resulting in hollowed columns, or on prism faces resulting in the
formation of side planes. We have used the term ‘� orid’ to characterize crystals with
side planes whose crystalline axes appear to be the same throughout the particle (thus
indicating these are probably single crystals). Side planes were identi� ed by Magano and
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Lee (1966) under the classi� cation S1, S2, and S3; the same authors identi� ed columns
with plates (CP1, CP2) that exhibit similar thin plate-like extensions. Such morphologies
were reported in � eld studies at temperatures below ¡20 ±C: McFarquhar and Heyms-
� eld (1996) observed side planes in tropical cirrus clouds of high ice-water content,
suggestive of a correlation with high supersaturation. Nakaya noted them in crystals
grown between ¡20 ±C and ¡30 ±C (see pp. 287–293 of Nakaya 1954). Double-plate
crystals have been observed in both the laboratory and � eld (Veal 1954; Heyms� eld
1973) and seem to be associated with growth from frozen droplets.

Ice-crystal growth models (e.g. Kuroda and Lacmann 1982; Yokoyama and Kuroda
1990; Yokoyama 1993; Wood et al. 2001) predict that facet instability depends on
crystal size and the growth mechanism, (i.e. dislocation or layer-nucleation-mediated
growth). The predicted trends are observed in recent � eld studies (e.g. Korolev and Isaac
1999; Korolev et al. 2000) which show that small crystals <50 ¹m are often compact
hexagons, while larger particles tend to exhibit complex morphologies. Gonda and his
co-workers have observed strong size dependence of facet instability (Gonda and Koike
1982; Gonda and Yamazaki 1982; Gonda and Koike 1983) at both ¡15 ±C and ¡30 ±C.
They found that crystals on a substrate underwent facet instability as they grew larger
than about 25 ¹m in size at approximately 10% supersaturation and at ¡15 ±C. The
instability has not been studied in crystals growing in air at low supersaturations.

In this paper we compare observed and predicted values of the supersaturations
and crystal sizes at which facet instability occurs. We use our observations to infer
the dominant growth mechanisms and the critical supersaturation for layer nucleation,
¾2D.T /, previously measured only in the case of ice grown on substrates (Shaw and
Mason 1955; Nelson and Knight 1998). Our aim is to explore this transition in the
absence of a substrate and to investigate the determining factors for morphological
instability.

The new instrument we have designed for these studies is described brie� y in
section 3, where we outline our experimental procedure. Our experimental results are
summarized in section 4; we analyse them in section 5; we present a model for the facet
instability in section 6; our conclusions and discussion of implications end the paper.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

In this study, our goal was to understand the physical processes determining the
initial stages of evolution of atmospheric ice particles. Therefore, we wish to follow
individual particles in time rather than to study the evolution of populations of particles
in a cloud chamber. The technique of electrodynamic trapping affords us the opportunity
to hold and carefully observe a single well characterized liquid or solid particle for in
situ study without the use of substrates. While this technique yields no information on
ventilation effects and cannot capture particle–particle interactions, it is well suited for
our study of small ice particles. A detailed description of the application of electrody-
namic levitation to the study of cloud microphysics in an earlier humidity-controlled
balance can be found in Swanson et al. (1999).

(a) The low-temperature, humidity-controlled, electrodynamic balance
An electrodynamic balance (EDB) levitates and stabilizes charged particles in free

space using superposed direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) � elds. Details
of the new EDB, constructed speci� cally for low-temperature studies of ice and used for
most of the experiments reported in this paper, are described more fully in Swanson et al.
(submitted to Rev. Sci. Inst.). We provide here only a cursory summary of its operation.
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In the new EDB, the particle is trapped at the centre of a temperature-controlled and
vacuum-sealed thermal diffusion chamber (TDC). The overall cooling of the balance
chamber is provided by a temperature-controlled bath (Neslab ULT-80) which circulates
cryogen inside the walls of the chamber. The balance chamber is surrounded by a
vacuum jacket with an octagonal cross-section containing optical windows for light
illumination, video-telemicroscopy and angular light-scattering measurements. The top
and bottom of the chamber are sealed with a sliding valve and � tted with removable
optical windows for additional optical access, particle injection and chamber access.
A cylindrical window around the balance chamber ‘waist’ seals the chamber from the
surrounding vacuum jacket and provides optical access to the chamber. Temperature
monitoring and control is provided by thermistors mounted in each endcap, in the
stainless-steel walls above and below the cylindrical window, and near the centre of the
cylindrical quartz window itself. A pair of ring electrodes situated near the centre of the
balance chamber are connected to specially designed electronic circuitry that provides
a variable-frequency high-voltage AC potential superposed on a DC levitating potential
difference.

Because the ice particles we study are non-spherical, their sizes cannot be readily
measured from their light-scattering properties, so instead, we use a combination of
electronic mass and optical size and shape measurements. The electronic mass mea-
surements are made using a technique described by Davis and co-workers (Davis et al.
1990; Swanson et al. 1999). We measure the particle sizes and shape optically using two
video cameras situated 90± apart and � tted with telemicroscopic lenses. The images,
obtained from the two cameras with backlit pulsed light-emitting-diode illumination,
are combined side by side using a screen splitter before passing to the video monitor,
computerized frame-grabber system and video recorder. In the present study, we cali-
brated the size measurement using water droplets whose sizes were measured optically
and found the overall accuracy of the effective size measurements to be about §5%.
Optical measurements have a resolution limit in our system of about §2 ¹m.

(b) Ice initiation and growth
Model studies of ice formation in the atmosphere (Chen and Lamb 1999; Khvorosty-

anov and Curry 2000; Ovtchinnikov and Kogan 2000) distinguish between ‘vapour
deposition’ on aerosol particles (vapour to a solid state without the intermediary of liquid
water), and ‘freezing’ (liquid to a solid state). Freezing is called ‘condensation freezing’
for aerosol solution droplets in equilibrium at relative humidities below 100%, and is
called ‘droplet freezing’ for dilute cloud droplets near or above 100% relative humidity.
In our experiments the humidity never rises to water saturation, so the process we refer
to here as ‘droplet freezing’ is the freezing of droplets that are evaporating slightly. This
situation corresponds to that found by Field et al. (2001) and others (DeMott et al. 1998;
Rangno and Hobbs 2001) to be propitious for ice formation in atmospheric clouds.

We studied the effects of the ice initiation process on � nal particle shape by starting
with three types of initial particle—liquid droplet, frost particle and frost ‘seed’. While
these do not exhaust the scenarios in which ice particles form in the atmosphere, they
represent a reasonable range for this initial investigation.

(i) Droplet injection and freezing. We used two methods for droplet generation.
In one, we applied a high-voltage pulse (5 kV) to a syringe needle containing water,
causing the meniscus to burst and eject droplets with a range of sizes 30–60 ¹m
charged to about 0.5 pC. In the other method, a droplet generator from an inkjet
cartridge (supplied by Hewlett Packard) was interfaced with a pulse-generation circuit.
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This produced droplets of radius about 20 ¹m either singly or in a continuous stream.
We charged the droplets inductively by means of a grid at ¡500 V approximately 1 mm
from the nozzle plate. The charge induced on the particle was of the order of 0.1 pC.
The sliding valve at the chamber top was opened to introduce the charged water droplet
generated by one of the two methods described above. We detected the trapped droplet
optically and adjusted the DC voltage and AC voltage and frequency to achieve stable
trapping.

In the experiments, in addition to the growth temperature and growth rate, we
varied both the freezing temperature and the freezing mode. For low-temperature ice
initiation, pure high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade water droplets were
injected (prior to heating the upper endcap) at chamber temperatures below ¡35 ±C.
After trapping and freezing, the top plate was heated, and the temperature stabilized to
the growth temperature after a few minutes. These particles were grown mostly below
¡30 ±C. We term this process ‘homogeneousice initiation’ since such droplets remained
liquid when injected into a warmer chamber (above ¡35 ±C). Heterogeneous droplet
freezing was induced at higher temperatures with the TDC endcap temperatures set
appropriately prior to droplet injection using water droplets containing the bionucleant
SNOMAX (York Int.) which is derived from the bacteria pseudomonas syringae 31A
(Vali et al. 1976; Welch and Speidel 1989; Liao and Ng 1990). We prepared the initial
SNOMAX solution by mixing one pellet (approximately 0.01 g) of dry SNOMAX with
a litre of HPLC-grade water. This resulted in about 10¡13 g of SNOMAX per 20 ¹m
droplet. The cells of pseudomonassyringae are micron scale (Welch and Speidel 1989),
and such a concentration is consistent with several cells per 20 ¹m radius droplet.

We identi� ed frozen particles both by shape and by their growth in ice-supersaturat-
ed (yet water undersaturated) conditions. Droplets that froze did so almost immediately
before the image could be focused, and we did not witness any freezing events in detail.
Droplets containing SNOMAX froze at ambient temperatures as high as ¡10 ±C as they
fell from the injection point to the TDC centre. This is consistent with the results of Liao
and Ng (1990). Wood et al. (2002) report a mean freezing temperature for similar-sized
SNOMAX-containing droplets of about ¡9 ±C.

(ii) Frost-particle introduction. In our earlier balance (Swanson et al. 1999), we
observed the growth of frost particles of various initial shapes and sizes. The typical
procedure was as follows: each day the EDB chamber was carefully cleaned and the
vapour sources were loaded with HPLC water. The chamber was then closed and
allowed to equilibrate thermally. Frost formations often nucleated and grew from vapour
on the inside of the chamber itself. We trapped irregularly shaped ice crystals in the
EDB by opening the chamber, breaking off and then ‘� icking’ particles from these
frost formations into the EDB using a thin stainless-steel needle. The frost particle
introduction process typically took a few seconds and then the chamber was closed.
These particles carried a net electrostatic charge in the range 0.1–0.5 pC. For these
particles, the TDC endcap temperatures were set to the appropriate temperatures for
growth prior to particle introduction.

(iii) ‘Seed’-initiated ice. In both our earlier and current EDB, particles of frost with
initial irregular shapes were � icked from the frost formations inside the chamber and
trapped in the EDB. Subsaturated conditions were then produced near the balance centre
by removing infrared � lters and infrared mirrors from light beams illuminating the
chamber, thereby increasing the temperature of the particle and the surrounding air in the
chamber. The frost particle was then allowed to sublimate to a ‘seed’ of linear dimension
less than 10 ¹m. Once mass changes stopped and a seed was obtained (typically
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Figure 1. A typical plot of the spherical-equivalent radius (req) versus time (in this case for an ice particle
growing at ¡35:1 ±C). The line is a � t to the data using a simple model of heat and vapour diffusion to an
equivalent sphere, with supersaturation S D 10:4% with respect to ice. By � tting such growth curves, we can

de� ne an effective supersaturation for each run.

after about 20 minutes of sublimation), the seed was usually kept in subsaturated
conditions for at least an additional 5 minutes before growth conditions were initiated
by elimination of the infrared illumination. Although we could detect no additional
decrease in particle mass during this waiting time, we do not know if ice remained
in a crack or on the surface of the seed.

(c) Humidity conditions and ice-particle growth
The saturation ratio at chamber centre was controlled by the temperature difference

1T between the upper and lower ice surfaces in the TDC. A temperature difference
1T of at least 15 ±C was needed to achieve ice saturation, and we conducted most ice-
growth experiments with 1T > 20 ±C. All observations reported here were made at 1
atmosphere pressure in air.

The humidity at the chamber centre could not be derived from the measured chamber
temperatures since, in many cases, there were vapour sinks in the vicinity of the
particle, evidenced by frost growth on the ring electrodes. The fact that particle growth
rates depend on the degree of frost build-up makes a priori humidity determination
problematic. Instead, we use the measured particle growth rate to deduce the humidity
at the chamber centre, � tting data to a simple spherical model for vapour and heat
diffusional growth (Swanson et al. 1999; Swanson et al., submitted to Rev. Sci. Inst.).
Figure 1 shows one example of this curve-� tting technique to obtain the environmental
supersaturation ¾1. We see from Fig. 1 that the equivalent-sphere growth model � ts
the data quite well with only one inferred ¾1; the variation over a growth curve in
this parameter was typically between 0.5 and 2% depending on the growth conditions.
While the spherical model neglects shape effects, these are small for our considerations
here of mass growth rate, although shape effects may be important for linear growth
measurements. (e.g. Wood et al. 2001).

When the pure water droplets did not freeze, we measured the evaporation rate to
compare with our humidity calibration obtained from the growth or sublimation of ice
particles held at the same conditions. The evaporation data tend to be somewhat noisy,
since the droplets evaporate rapidly, but the humidity implied by the droplet evaporation
data agrees with that deduced from ice-particle growth under similar conditions to
within §2% in saturation (i.e. 0.02 in saturation ratio).
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Figure 2. Examples of compact hexagonal ice crystals grown from heterogeneously frozen droplets. Tempera-
tures and supersaturations for each particle shown here range from ¡14 to ¡32 ±C and 3 to 6%, respectively. As
in the other images, each particle is shown from two viewpoints 90± apart. (100 ¹m scale line for all the images.)

(d ) Possible in� uence of surface charges, external electric � elds and trace
contaminants

Strong electric � elds (in excess of 5 £ 104 V m¡1 ) have been observed to modify
ice-crystal habits (Bartlett et al. 1963; Evans 1973; Libbrecht and Tanusheva 1998). In
the vicinity of our particles the DC � eld strength was typically <104 V m¡1, and we did
not observe the type of dendritic growth that is associated with this effect. Although we
can not rule out electric-� eld effects, we � nd no noticeable growth rate or morphological
differences attributable to variation in particle charge from 0.08 to 0.8 pC. Chernov and
Trusov (1969) have shown theoretically that the presence of surface charges may lower
the critical supersaturation for layer nucleation ¾2D, thereby in� uencing their habits.
However, Chernov did not consider the effect of variations of charge density, only the
effect of isolated charges, so it is not clear how his result applies to real ice crystals with
� nite surface charge.

To control potential contamination, the chamber is sealed with o-rings against the
circulating cryogen. The choice of o-ring elastomer is constrained by the need for
chemical compatibility and low permeability to cryogen vapour, and the elastomer
type sets the operable temperature range. To check for habit modi� cation due to trace
contaminants we have used various types of cryogenic � uids (some with much lower
vapour pressures) to look for habit modi� cation and did not detect any systematic
difference in growth morphologies between datasets gathered with different cryogen
types.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: HABIT

We followed the evolution of over 100 ice particles at temperatures between
¡4 and ¡38 ±C and supersaturations between 0 and 10%—always well below wa-
ter saturation, to a � nal size of about 100–200 ¹m. The resulting particle shapes
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Figure 3. Examples of compact hexagonal ice crystals grown from seeds. Sometimes the hexagon is distorted
but note the increased pristine nature and visual clarity of these crystals compared with the hexagonal crystals
grown from frozen droplets. The temperatures and supersaturations for each particle shown here range from ¡5
to ¡25 ±C and 1 to 4%, respectively. Each particle is shown from two viewpoints 90± apart. (100 ¹m scale line

for all the images.)

fall into essentially three categories: (i) compact hexagonal particles, (ii) � orid par-
ticles with thin, plate-like side planes, and (iii) polycrystals. Examples of compact
hexagonal crystals grown from frozen droplets are shown in Fig. 2, and examples of
compact hexagonal crystals grown from seeds are shown in Fig. 3. Note the crys-
tals grown from seeds appear considerably more pristine (transparent and apparent-
defect free) than those grown from frozen droplets, although it is dif� cult to repro-
duce images of the crystals with suf� cient clarity here to show all the differences
evident during laboratory observations. (Further examples are posted on our website:
http://www.geophys.washington.edu/Surface/Atmospheric/icephys/main.html, January
2003.) Figures 4 and 5 show examples of polycrystals and � orid crystals, respectively.
Note the polycrystals are quite irregular with no apparent single-crystal orientation
and the polycrystals grown at higher growth rates exhibit secondary crystallites with
no single apparent orientation. Florid crystals occur only at higher growth rates and
have a single well de� ned central-crystal orientation (the central crystal is a hexagonal
prismatic crystal) but with well oriented secondary thin plate-like crystallites extending
from the prism facets.

We examined growth and sublimation (g/s) rates for the crystals grown from frost,
frost seeds and droplets and in all cases the spherical-equivalent radius varies with time

http://www.geophys.washington.edu/Surface/Atmospheric/icephys/main.html
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Figure 4. Examples of compact polycrystals grown from heterogeneously frozen droplets. Images of compact
polycrystals grown from homogeneously frozen droplets looked quite similar. Temperatures and supersaturations

for the particles shown here range from ¡9 to ¡22 ±C and 2 to 13%, respectively.

as req.t/ / t1=2 within our errors, independent of � nal morphology (hexagonal plates,
hexagonalcolumns, � orid or polycrystalline). This indicates that heat and mass diffusion
(and not surface impedance) are the dominant rate-limiting processes for these particle
sizes and temperatures. These g/s rate results are presented elsewhere (Swanson et al.
1998, 1999; Swanson et al., submitted to Rev. Sci. Inst.).

(a) Aspect ratios: Compact hexagonal crystals
We measured the aspect ratio 0, de� ned operationally as the ratio of the longest

dimension in the Oc direction (normal to a basal facet) to that in the Oa direction (normal
to a prism facet). We conservatively estimate the error in 0 to be §0:2 due to our
inability to measure the precise particle alignment with respect to the camera. Neither
the � orid particles nor the polycrystals fall easily into the categorization of crystals with
hexagonal prism-like primary habits, and we omit them from our aspect-ratio study.
This eliminates most of the particles grown at temperatures below about T D ¡22 ±C,
which tended to be polycrystalline or at least � orid at all supersaturations. Moreover, as
shown in previous work (Swanson et al. 1999), particles starting as irregularly shaped
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Figure 5. Examples of � orid particles with side planes grown from heterogeneously frozen droplets. Tempera-
tures and supersaturations for the particles shown here range from ¡14 to ¡27 ±C and 4% to 18%, respectively.

The particles shown in (a), (b), and (c) appear to be single crystals. (100 ¹m scale line for all the images.)

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF OUR FINDINGS FOR BOTH DROPLET-INITIATED AND SEED-INITIATED ICE
PARTICLES GROWN TO A FINAL SIZE OF 100–200 ¹M

Initiation 0 T dependence? ¾1 dependence? Comments

Drops Mixed 0.6–1.5 No for T > ¡22 ±C More � orid Rough faces
Plates below ¡22 ±C at higher ¾1

Seeds Mixed 0.4–8 No No Very � at faces
but few with 0:8 < 0 < 1:2 No � orids

T D temperature, 0 D aspect ratio, ¾1 D ambient supersaturation.

frost particles nearly always grew to be polycrystalline particles and, thus, were also
excluded from this analysis.

The major features of our results are summarized in Table 1. The data for the
particles formed from frozen droplets are shown in Fig. 6. We observe no signi� cant
temperature, vapour-excess or supersaturation dependence in primary habit of compact
particles grown from droplets in the temperature range from ¡4 ±C to ¡38 ±C. In several
cases both thick plates and short columns were observed at the same temperature and
humidity conditions.
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Figure 6. Ambient supersaturations ¾1, for the � nal aspect ratio (0) of ice particles grown at various tem-
peratures and growth rates from frozen droplets. Note: most particles grown from frozen droplets remain nearly
isometric. Only compact hexagonal particles (no polycrystal or � orid crystals) are included in this � gure. The

measurement error in 0 is estimated at §0:2.

Figure 7. Ambient supersaturations ¾1 for the � nal aspect ratio for ice particles grown from seed particles at
low supersaturation. Note: growth under nearly identical conditions results in a wide variety of crystal aspect

ratios.

Figure 7 shows the analogousdata for seed-initiated ice particles. These particles (all
of which started growth at sizes less than 10 ¹m seeds) tended to grow into hexagonal
prism-like single crystals at all temperatures; polycrystalline or � orid particles were
seldom observed (Swanson et al. 1999; Swanson et al., submitted to Rev. Sci. Inst.).
These crystals had signi� cantly sharper, � atter faces than did the particles that evolved
from frozen drops, and they were more often anisometric with a wide variety of
aspect ratios observed for particles grown under similar temperature and supersaturation
conditions.
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Figure 8. Growth sequence of a rosette-like homogeneously nucleated polycrystal grown at temperature T D
¡30:6 ±C and 7.6% supersaturation. The scale in the � rst frame is 100 ¹m.

(b) Florid single crystals
A large subset of our crystals were ‘� orid’; i.e. they exhibited side plate-like crystals

growing from part of their prism faces, with axes aligned with those of the main
crystal. In most cases the thin plates were located at the crystal extremities, and we can
understand the phenomenon as resulting from the non-uniform growth drive brought
about by diffusion of vapour and heat to a non-spherical crystal. (In many such crystals,
particularly those grown at supersaturations above 4%, ribbed structures appeared such
as those shown in Figs. 5(a) and (c). These result from an additional growth instability
(Frank 1982).)

Florid particles appear also in pictures from the low-supersaturation studies of
Rottner and Vali (1974) although no temperature dependence is reported; it appears
that the side planes are relatively perfect hexagonal prisms, and that, if the instability
occurs, the side planes grow rapidly. The side planes may actually become so large they
become the largest part of the particle. This would explain how the originally isometric,
compact crystals that form from frozen drops turn into more anisometric particles as
they grow.

We observed side planes throughout the temperature range ¡38 ±C to ¡13 ±C, an
unexpected outcome since most previous reports (e.g. Kobayashi 1961; Fukuta and
Takahashi 1999) indicate a columnar primary habit below ¡22 ±C. However, other
investigators (Gonda 1977; Bailey and Hallett 2000) have found plate-like habits in
this range. Examples of plate-like morphologies below ¡22 ±C in the present study are
shown in Figs. 5(d) and 8. The morphology shown in Fig. 5(b), a ‘capped plate’, was
common at about ¡14 ±C and appeared even at moderate supersaturation. Such double-
plate crystals seem to be associated with growth from frozen droplets; similar examples
have been observed previously in both the laboratory and � eld (Veal 1954; Heyms� eld
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Figure 9. Plot of best-� t supersaturation (¾1) versus temperature for ice particles grown from frozen droplets.
The symbol used indicates habit type: X for � orid (has thin side planes), O for compact hexagons and compact
polycrystal particles. Line is vapour excess 1½ D 0:05 g m¡3 . Transitional (almost � orid), and rosette-type

polycrystals were omitted for clarity.

1973). The particle shown in Fig. 5(b) exhibits the sector-plate morphology similar to
that observed by Nakaya (1954) and others (e.g. Fukuta and Takahashi 1999), classi� ed
as P1c in the Magano and Lee scheme (Magano and Lee 1966).

Florid crystals appeared preferentially at relatively high supersaturations (above
about 0.05 g m¡3) as is evident in Fig. 9, which shows � orid and compact crystals
in supersaturation–temperature space. For clarity, obvious polycrystals and transitional
particles were omitted from this � gure. However, the compact–� orid transition is rather
gradual and by no means sharp.

The gradual compact–� orid transition and regions of mixed morphology that we
observed are in marked contrast to those presented by Gonda and co-workers (Gonda
and Koike 1982; Gonda and Yamazaki 1982; Gonda and Koike 1983), who indicated
a very sharp transition from stable to unstable facets for crystals growing on a glass
substrate. The sizes and supersaturations at which this transition occurs vary with
size and crystal habit, but appear to be broadly similar to the transition we observed.
However, these papers (Gonda and Koike 1982; Gonda and Yamazaki 1982; Gonda and
Koike 1983) did not show the data explicitly and the transitions between morphological
regimes were shown as in� nitely sharp, where one might expect a spread of behaviour
due to variations in dislocation structure and local conditions.

5. SURFACE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH MODE

As background to the discussion of our observations, we introduce the notation of
Wood et al. (2001) to describe the surface structure of the crystals; crystals without
dislocations or defects are termed D0; those with defects on only a set (prism or basal)
of facets are termed D1, and those with defects on all facets are D2.

Our observations suggest that the particles we grew from droplets are probably
D2, whereas those grown from frost seeds are likely to be D1. We now give several
arguments supporting this view.
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(a) Frozen droplets as D2 crystals
Our frozen-droplet particles start as molecularly rough spheres: if they were free of

dislocations, one would expect a sudden change in growth rate as soon as rough areas
on the initial spherical particle had developed into molecularly � at facets. This change
would be most noticeable at low growth rates: if the ambient saturation ¾1 were below
the critical value for layer nucleation ¾2D, (Shaw and Mason 1955; Nelson and Knight
1998), this growth would switch off altogether in the absence of spiral steps or other
sources of ledges. That we do not observe such behaviour (i.e. in plots like Fig. 1) is
strong evidence in favour of plentiful dislocations.

Moreover, the crystals are isometric at low supersaturations (see Fig. 6). If disloca-
tions were absent (if they were D0 crystals) or occurred on only a subset of facets (D1
crystals), then non-isometric habits would result at low growth rates due to the vapour-
sink effect: one facet acts as a vapour sink thereby preventing growth on the other facet.

(b) Frost seeds as D1 crystals
Seed-initiated particles grew stably (i.e. without morphological instabilities) and

often anisometrically, as plates or columns, at supersaturations of only a few percent at
all temperatures. The stability of the growth suggests that the ambient supersaturations
were less than those giving rise to layer nucleation, which is consistent with model
results (Wood et al. 2001) at these temperatures and ambient humidities, and the
anisometric shapes suggest that in most cases growth occurred primarily on one or the
other set of facets.

The fact that dissimilar crystals grow under near-identical conditions for particles
grown from frozen droplets and those grown from seeds points to an inherent, formation-
dependent variability in dislocation structures (Nelson 2001). It is likely that many of
the particles grown from seeds were D1 with spiral dislocations on one set of facets
only, whereas, as stated above, the particles grown from frozen droplets appear to have
been primarily D2, i.e. to have dislocations on all facets.

We now focus our analysis of our observations on two questions, namely: (a) what
determines the morphology of compact crystals and (b) what determines the transition
to � orid crystals?

(c) What determines the morphology of compact crystals?
It is clear that for the parameter ranges we have discussed, environmental temper-

ature and humidity do not uniquely determine the overall ice-particle aspect ratio, the
roughness of the surfaces (which may be important for cloud radiative properties) or the
degree of polycrystallinity. The remaining factors include (i) difference in ice formation
mechanism, (ii) differences in initial particle size, and (iii) differences in mass growth
factors.

(i) Initiation process. Our results suggest that in the early growth stages the crystal
aspect ratio depends to some considerable extent on the ice formation process itself,
probably through dependence of dislocation/defect density on the ice initiation process.
Moreover, differences in freezing temperature seem to impact subsequent particle
morphology. The drops that turned into compact, single crystals were typically frozen
heterogeneously at high temperatures; they froze fairly slowly as they fell from room
temperature into the chamber. Particles initiated from droplets at lower temperatures
probably froze at a faster rate; resulting in more polycrystalline particles. This may
have been the result of multiple nucleation events resulting in an enhanced initial defect
density.
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The pristine transparent appearance of seed-initiated crystals indicates fewer defects
present in the crystal. The initial growth direction is apparently set during initial ice-
crystal initiation near the substrate and growth can proceed primarily on one facet in
this limit of relatively few dislocations. Perhaps some of the variation in crystal shape
reported in previous studies is caused by the use of various substrates or other non-
atmospherically relevant nucleants, like silver iodide, where ice-substrate epitaxy may
in� uence crystal shape even in a temperature-dependent manner.

(ii) Initial particle size. The droplets we froze were about 30–60 ¹m and our � nal
particles were smaller than the non-isometric particles described in most previous
experiments. Some studies have shown that aspect ratios become more extreme with
increasing size (Ryan et al. 1976; Auer and Veal 1979), and it may be that our frozen
droplets remained more isometric than those of previous studies (Hallett and Mason
1958; Kobayashi 1961; Fukuta and Takahashi 1999) because we examined them when
they were still small (<200 ¹m). Crystals grown from large frozen droplets may develop
complex morphologies at lower supersaturations than those grown from small droplets.
There are several reasons for this. First, the larger the droplet the more likely it is to
freeze as a set of polycrystals (Pitter and Pruppacher 1973; Pruppacher and Klett 1997).
Second, the larger the original droplet the more likely it is to have dislocations near its
surface. These tend to maintain a rather uniform vapour sink around the entire particle
and facilitate the development of randomly oriented surface crystals yet do not permit
rapid growth of any particular face.

However, given the fact that the particles grown from frost seeds were also small,
size alone cannot be a dominant reason for the isometric habits of the particles we grew
from frozen drops.

(iii) Mass growth factor. From previously published reports, it appears that non-
isometric habits develop only after the crystal masses reach nearly 1000 times the
masses of the original drops. In several cases this means the habit develops after the
linear dimension of the crystals reaches approximately 100 ¹m. That is, the habits are
not in evidence until the spherical-equivalent radius of the ice particle reaches about
10 times the size of the initial droplet. Our frozen drops were followed as their masses
grew by a factor of not more than 10. A natural question to ask is whether their isometric
habits result from similar growth rates on c and a faces, or whether they can be simply
explained by the limited mass increase over that of the initial sphere shape? In evolving
from a sphere to an isometric hexagon of the same diameter, the particle mass increases
by a factor of about 1.65. A particle that subsequently grows only on the a faces will
develop an aspect ratio of about 0.4 after a tenfold increase in mass; one growing only on
the c faces will reach an aspect ratio of about 6. The average mass gain for the particles
shown in Fig. 6 was 11:2 § 4:5, with a minimum of 5.1. Even this smallest mass gain
could lead to aspect ratios of 0.55 or 3.1 for growth restricted to either the prism or basal
faces. This clearly is not the case for our crystals and the fact that the observed aspect
ratios are so close to unity demonstrates that both a and c facets grew in all cases.

The � nal size of seed-initiated particles was similar to those initiated from droplets
(100–200 ¹m). Yet in our earlier experiments on ice particles grown from seeds (Fig. 7)
the masses of the ice particles grew by factors of more than 102. Thus it may be that
small differences in the growth rates of the two faces were able to manifest themselves
as more anisometric habits partly because each crystal face increased its area so greatly.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: COMPACT–FLORID TRANSITION

(a) De� nition of � oridity
We quanti� ed the ‘� oridity’ of our crystals by means of an image analysis algorithm

using measurements of the particle’s perimeter p and projected area A to determine a
particle irregularity index I . Analysis of this parameter for single crystals shows that,
even in the lowest temperature range, where polycrystals dominate, I increases with
supersaturation, even though the range of supersaturation corresponds to a much smaller
growth rate at low temperature.

It is likely that similar facet instabilities take place in polycrystals, (at low growth
rates polycrystals remain relatively compact while higher growth rates tend to result
in particles with side plates with random orientations) although the crystal complexity
makes such features hard to quantify visually. Figure 8 shows the evolution of an ap-
parent polycrystal from a homogeneously frozen droplet. The initial evolution resulted
in a particle that resembled a single hexagon, seen after 14 minutes of growth. This
particle later sprouted plate-like protrusions whose major axes do not appear to � t into
a single-crystal framework. Variously shaped polycrystals occur frequently under low-
temperature growth conditions (T < ¡25 ±C) particularly from homogeneously frozen
liquid droplets where the freezing temperature Tfreezing < ¡35 ±C.

In the following discussion, we are not concerned with distinctions among � orid
crystals but rather the transition from stable (compact) to unstable growth. For this
purpose we use a rough visual criterion to distinguish ‘� orid’ from ‘compact’ crystals.

(b) Dependence of transition on environmental parameters
First we present the distribution of compact and � orid crystals as functions of

temperature and environmental supersaturation. Figure 9 shows that there is a region
of supersaturation–temperature space in which both compact and � orid crystals (de-
� ned visually) occur. There appears to be an upper transition above which only � orid
morphologies are found, and possibly a lower transition below which only compact
morphologies develop. We now use these observed transitions, together with a crystal
growth model, to infer the surface parameters determining crystal evolution.

(c) Growth parameters inferred from observed transitions
From the data shown in Fig. 9, only the particles initiated as heterogeneous frozen

droplets—predominantly single-crystal particles—lend themselves to facet-stability
analysis because facet instabilities are hard to identify optically in polycrystals. The
facet instability we observed took place only on the prism faces, which means that the
basal-face instability (which manifests itself as hollowing) occurs at higher supersatura-
tion than that on the prism face. We can use the results of the Wood et al. (2001) growth
model to deduce ¾2D.T / for the prism face from the observed morphological transitions.

In order to proceed further, we consider the location of dislocations on D2 crystals.
D2 crystals with defects in the middle of each facet are denoted D2m, whereas those with
defects at facet edges are D2e. Yokoyama (Yokoyama and Kuroda 1990; Yokoyama
1993) has discussed the case in which spiral dislocations are located near the crystal
corners, which can lead to facet instability. D2m crystals are stable at relatively high
supersaturation because the vapour-sink effect of spiral growth inhibits layer nucleation
at the corners. Those with dislocations near the edges (D2e) are susceptible to facet
instability; i.e. spiral growth near the edges leads to unstable facets at low growth rates—
a point we will show in the appendix. Below the compact–� orid transition for D2m
crystals, D2m crystals grow compact, while D2e crystals grow with a � orid morphology.
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Figure 10. Size (a-axis diameter) and ambient supersaturation (¾1) dependence for onset of facet instability
at temperature T D ¡14:5 § 0:5 ±C. Shown are � orid (X) and compact (O) particles grown from 40 ¹m frozen
droplets. The dotted line is the onset of facet instability predicted by Eq. (A.8) for D0 crystals with n D 10 and
¾2D D 2:4% (Table 2). The presence of compact particles at higher supersaturations than this line is consistent
with our hypothesis that the crystals are primarily D2m (spiral dislocations outcropping near the middle of facets).

The scatter in the data can be accounted for by invoking a variety of dislocation structures (see text).

We, therefore, assume that the supersaturation above which we observe all crystals
to undergo prism facet instability (the ‘upper transition’) is the lower limit for the
instability for D2m crystals. Wood et al. (2001) show that for D2m crystals at the onset
of facet instability the ratio ¾1=¾2D is approximately 4:2 for 100 ¹m scale ice crystals,
with very little dependence on crystal size. Using this result, we deduce lower limits
for ¾2D.T / from the upper transition at ¡15 ±C, ¡20 ±C, and ¡25 ±C. The results are
shown in Table 2. The values obtained lie between those reported by Nelson and Knight
(1998) and Shaw and Mason (1955). We account for the region of mixed morphology in
Fig. 9 by proposing that dislocations outcrop at different points on individual crystals.
Those with dislocations near the middle of facets are the least prone to facet instability.
Thus the results for ¾2D.T / given by the upper transition are best understood as lower
limits.

(d ) Dependence of transition on particle size
The compact–� orid transition data at ¡15 ±C are shown in Fig. 10 and those at ¡25

to ¡30 ±C are shown in Fig. 11 along with model predictions for ideal dislocation-free
isometric crystals with n D 10 in Eq. (A.8) using best-guess ¾2D values from Table 2.

The appendix contains an analytic model for the size dependence of the ambient
supersaturation threshold ¾1 for onset of facet instability. The results are shown in
Fig. 12, where ¾X is a scaling parameter that depends on the growth mechanism
assumed; the parameter n varies from n D 1 for dislocation growth to higher values
for layer nucleation (see appendix). Each curve on the � gure separates the region of
stable growth from that of unstable growth for the assumed values of n and ¾X.

(e) Comparison of observations and model
Comparison of the data in Figs. 10 and 11 with the theoretical facet instability curve

in Fig. 12 allows us to constrain the growth mechanism that drives the observed � orid
morphologies. If the dominant mechanism were spiral growth at the corners (Fig. 12,
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Figure 11. Size (a-axis diameter) and ambient supersaturation (¾1) dependence for onset of facet instability
at temperature T D ¡27:5 § 2:5 ±C. Shown are � orid (X) and compact (O) particles grown from 40 ¹m frozen
droplets. The dotted line is the onset of facet instability predicted by Eq. (A.8) for D0 crystals with n D 10 and

¾2D D 2:4% (Table 2).

Figure 12. Size (a-axis diameter) and ambient supersaturation (¾1) dependence of facet instability for growth
initiated at the crystal corners, given by Eq. (A.8), for different values of n in Eq. (A.6): n D 1 corresponds to
growth by spiral steps (in which case ¾X denotes ¾1), while higher values of n represent layer nucleation (¾X

denotes ¾2D). The area to the left of each curve represents stable growth, and to the right the prism facets are
unstable.

n D 1) then, stability for a 50 ¹m wide crystal at supersaturation ¾1 D 10% would
require ¾X D ¾1 ¼ 500%. This magnitude is inconsistent with other measurements; for
example, Gonda et al. (1994) gave ¾1 D 1:1% at ¡15:5 ±C and 0:98% at ¡28:5 ±C.
This inconsistency suggests that most of the crystals we observed were not growing by
spiral dislocations near the corners. In contrast, the curve n D 10 in Fig. 12 shows that
instability on similar crystals growing by layer nucleation at the crystal corners requires
¾2D values in the (much more plausible) range of a few percent. Another possibility,
which requires numerical calculation, is that the crystals are D2m and that the instability
results from layer nucleation at the corners competing with spiral growth at face centres.
In this case stability occurs at higher values of ¾1=¾2D. This is the growth scenario used
to predict the values of ¾2D.T / in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. AMBIENT SUPERSATURATIONS ¾1 FOR UPPER
TRANSITIONS IN MORPHOLOGY EVIDENT IN FIG. 9 (SEE TEXT
FOR EXPLANATION), AND INFERRED CRITICAL SUPERSATURA-

TIONS FOR LAYER NUCLEATION ¾2D ON PRISM FACES

T ¡15 ±C ¡20 ±C ¡25 ±C

¾1 (upper transition) 11% 20% 14%
¾2D (upper transition, D2m) ¸2.4% ¸4.4% ¸3.1%
¾2D (Nelson and Knight 1998) 0.6% – –
¾2D (Shaw and Mason 1955) >6% – >10%

The values obtained lie between those reported by Nelson and
Knight (1998) and Shaw and Mason (1955).

Figures 10 and 11 show that for larger particles there is a weak tendency for � orid
particles to appear at lower supersaturations. However, the scatter in the data is large.
It appears that size variations alone cannot explain the mix of morphologies, as we
noted in section 5. Rather, the mix can be explained only by invoking a variety of
dislocation distributions on the surface of the particles: those with dislocations near
the edges undergo facet instability at low supersaturations.

The analysis presented here has shown that growth due to spiral dislocations at the
crystal corners leads to facet instability at low supersaturations. Perhaps the reason that
the theoretical work of Yokoyama (Yokoyama and Kuroda1990; Yokoyama1993) found
the facets to be stable at moderate supersaturations is that their model was only two
dimensional.

7. DISCUSSION AND ATMOSPHERIC IMPLICATIONS

In this study, we have followed the evolution of ice particles in air from frozen
drops and frost seeds to faceted crystals at relatively low supersaturations. Our results
are summarized in Table 1. We � nd that particle morphology in the initial stages of
growth depends to some considerable degree on the ice initiation process (and perhaps
the initial ice-particle size).

Throughout the temperature range ¡25 to ¡4 ±C, we found, as have others, that
the compact single crystals formed from frozen drops were quite isometric at vapour
excesses of less than about 1½ D 0:05 g m¡3. Our crystals were somewhat more
isometric than those in the literature, but the range of published aspect ratios for low
growth rates, like the range we found, is fairly broad. At temperatures below about
¡22 ±C drops froze mainly as polycrystals, as did all particles grown from frost. In
general it appears that at slow growth rates ice-particle morphology is not unique
to particular temperature and humidity conditions and seems to also depend on the
ice initiation process. We suspect that the determining factor is the concentration of
crystalline defects in the initial particle. We observed that an instability which occurs on
the prism facets occurred on some frozen droplets at a vapour excess 1½ ¼ 0:05 g m¡3,
well below the transition to dendrites given by Kobayashi (1961).

From our observations we infer that ice-particle growth was mediated by disloca-
tions throughout the range of parameters in our study. Particles grown from small seeds
often appear to be D1, with few defects at the surface. At environmental supersaturations
too low to allow layer nucleation on any of the facets, the faces with dislocations grow
and the others do not, creating anisometric plate-like and columnar crystals at the same
environmental conditions. We suggest that many of the frozen drops we observed going
through facet instability were crystals that had spiral dislocations near their corners.
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(a) Atmospheric implications
Our observations suggest that traditional ice-particle habit diagrams, showing the

observed aspect ratios of compact ice crystals as functions of growth conditions are not
suf� cient to explain important features of small ice crystals in fully glaciated stratiform
clouds. Our results may explain the � nding of rather isometric, but irregular, � orid
crystals in Arctic clouds (Korolev and Isaac 1999), and the � nding (Walden et al. 2003)
of particles of extreme columnar and plate-like habits near the south pole in Antarctic
temperatures (¡40 ±C and below), where the initial particles may be small and the
critical supersaturations for layer nucleation, ¾2D, appear to be relatively high (Nelson
2001; Wood et al. 2001). Moreover, anecdotal evidence of the abundance of pristine
crystals in the ‘Hallett–Mossop’ zone of cumuliform clouds (Rangno and Hobbs 2001)
may be due to the fact that these crystals are formed on the tiny fragments of ice created
by shattering during drop impact on soft hail.

The radiative importance of fully glaciated clouds requires more careful examination
of the evolution and scattering properties of the small, compact crystals within the
clouds. Our � nding that not only overall particle shape but also facet smoothness and
small-scale surface roughness are related to ice initiation processes may, if con� rmed
by further studies, have serious implications for radiative transfer in glaciated clouds,
particularly at high latitudes.

It would be desirable to extend the temperature range of the kinds of measurements
we have made (which should be possible in our EDB) down to ¡60 ±C and to be
able to increase environmental supersaturations to water saturation. Our observations
appear to indicate that polycrystals dominate at temperatures below ¡30 ±C, which is
not unexpected, but also that isometric or plate-like habits dominate throughout the low-
growth-rate domain, a � nding which we plan to revisit and extend to lower temperatures
by further experiments in our chamber.
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APPENDIX

Model for facet-instability onset
In this section we develop a closed-form expression for the critical ambient super-

saturation, denoted ¾ a
1.cr/, for the onset of the facet instability of a relatively isometric

crystal with typical dimension ‘a’ in the case of the ledges being generated only at
the crystal corners. We then compare the results with values extracted from our data.
The basic idea is that with increasing ¾1 the step propagation at the surface eventually
cannot keep up with the diffusive � ux and the growth becomes unstable.

According to standard theory (Burton et al. 1951; Nelson 2001) the net � ux of
molecules from the vapour to a point x on the � at surface of a growing crystal is
proportional to the product of ¾s.x/, the surface supersaturation at that point, and
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®f¾s.x/g, the condensation coef� cient there. That is,

J .x/f.m2 s/¡1g / ®f¾s.x/g¾s.x/: (A.1)

The � ux given by Eq. (A.1) must be equal to the � ux of molecules diffusing toward
the crystal from the environment, which is a function of the ambient supersaturation,
diffusivity and the size and shape of the crystal. Previous authors (Nelson 1994; Nelson
and Baker 1996; Wood et al. 2001) have shown that, on the surface of a hexagonal
crystal during faceted growth, the mixing-ratio � eld can be expressed as a linear
superposition of functions Q. / (where D .x=a/ is the displacement scaled by the
crystal dimension a) that satisfy Laplace’s equation in the exterior and have uniform,
unit-normal gradient at the prism or basal faces:

r? Q. / D 1 at prism-face boundaries (A.2)
r? Q. / D 0 at basal-face boundaries: (A.3)

A similar function can be de� ned for growth on the basal faces, but we will not
consider that here, since the instability we observed occurred on the prism faces. The
value of Q. / varies over the surface of the crystal: it is lowest at the corners (value
Qc), and highest in the middle of facets, where its value is Qm. For a given ambient
supersaturation ¾1, assuming the steps are generated at the corners, we can match the
� ux through the vapour to the surface � ux at the corner (see Eq. (A.1)) to � nd

¾1 ¡ ¾c

aQc
D

®.¾c/¾c

¸
; (A.4)

where ¸ is the mean free path of vapour-phase water molecules.
For stable faceted growth, the � ux (Eq. (A.1)), is uniform over the entire facet. (Here

we assume the crystal, and in particular its surface, is isothermal.) Equating ®¾ at the
corner and at the middle of the prism facets, we � nd from Eqs. (A.1) and (A.4) that the
condensation coef� cient at the middle of the face is

®m D
¾1 ¡ ¾c

.a=¸/fQm¾c ¡ .Qm ¡ Qc/¾1g
: (A.5)

®m > 1 is unphysical and indicates that the growth at the centre can not match that
at the corners. Note that Qm and Qc are constants set by the geometry, and that
Qm > Qc. The � rst thing to notice about Eq. (A.5) is that 0 < ®m < 1 requires that
¾c > f.Qm ¡ Qc/=Qmg¾1. Wood et al. (2001) have evaluated the basis functions for
growing hexagons of various aspect ratios. For an isometric hexagon growing on the
prism faces, Qm D 1:18 and Qc D 0:74, implying that faceted growth initiated at the
crystal corners is impossible unless ¾c > 0:37 £ ¾1. In other words, such corner-
driven growth cannot preserve facets unless the surface kinetics maintain the surface
supersaturation at a signi� cant fraction of the ambient value.

The condensation coef� cient
To proceed, we need the dependence of the condensation coef� cient ® on surface

supersaturation ¾s. The � ux is uniform on a � at facet and is equal to its value at the ledge
sources. We denote the values of parameters measured at ledge sources by asterisks. The
function ®¤.¾ ¤

s / thus determines the � ux everywhere on the facet. If spiral dislocations
provide the ledges, then ®¤ increases steadily with ¾ ¤

s , and is greater than zero as long as
¾ ¤

s > 0. For crystals growing by layer nucleation, ®¤.¾ ¤
s / is a highly nonlinear function

of ¾ ¤
s .
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The algebraic form of ®¤.¾ ¤
s / used by different authors varies (Burton et al. 1951;

Kuroda and Lacmann 1982; Nelson and Baker 1996; Nelson and Knight 1998), and the
microscopic surface parameters that determine ®¤ are poorly known for ice. Therefore,
we adopt a simple, generic form for ®¤ introduced by Nelson and Baker (1996) namely,

®¤ D
³

¾ ¤

¾X

ń

tanh
n±¾X

¾ ¤

²no
; (A.6)

where n D 1 describes the behaviour if outcropping of spiral dislocations provides the
ledges and n À 1 produces an ®¤.¾s/ function that is zero for ¾ ¤

s 6 ¾X and then rises
steeply to 1, thus capturing the major characteristics of layer nucleation. The parameter
¾X incorporates the microscopic surface parameters and temperature dependence of the
condensation coef� cient; for spiral dislocations ¾X is often denoted ¾1, and for layer
nucleation ¾X ´ ¾2D, the threshold surface supersaturation for nucleation. In principle
¾X can be computed from these microscopic surface parameters; using an idealized
pillbox geometry for the critical nucleus and the best available values of surface free
energy (Hobbs 1974) yields ¾2D ¼ 25% for T D ¡10 ±C. Given the uncertainty in
the parameters in this calculation, however, the values of ¾X must be inferred from
experiment.

For relatively low surface supersaturations, and particles much larger than the
vapour mean free path, the � ux-matching condition Eq. (A.4) together with the surface
kinetic condition Eq. (A.6) and Eq. (A.5) give the limit of faceted growth as a size-
dependent condition on ¾1 such that ®m D 1.

¾ ¤
s D ¾c D

³
¸¾ n

X
¾1

aQc

´ 1
nC1

; (A.7)

and

¾ a
1.cr/ D ¾X

³
¸

aQc

1́=n ³
1 C Qma=¸

1 C .Qm ¡ Qc/a=¸

ńC1
n

(A.8)

as the limiting condition for facet stability in this slow-growth approximation.
In Fig. 12, we show the limiting curves for stable growth calculated from Eq. (A.8)

for different values of n. (Note how the limiting supersaturation (scaled by the surface
kinetic parameter ¾X ´ ¾1 or ¾2D) increases and sharpens ®¤.¾ ¤

s / with increasing n
(J. Nelson, personal communication).) The case n D 10 agrees quite well with Fig. 13
of Wood et al. (2001) for isometric D0 crystals. (We note, however, that the analysis
has not addressed the case in which there are two competing growth mechanisms:
growth by spiral dislocations at the middle of facets and growth by layer nucleation
at the corners. For this case, the stability curves are displaced to the right toward larger
values of the supersaturation ratio.) A striking feature of Fig. 12 is that growth due to
spiral dislocation at the corners (n D 1) is unable to sustain facets except at very low
supersaturations.
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